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Welcome to the first newsletter for 2022.
This newsletter includes the quarterly organisational leader board
(Oct – Dec 2021), Year 2021 Organisational Leader board (Jan 2021 –
Dec 2021), STMS of the month for October, November and December
2021 along with feature articles, TTM crash reporting, and some
important useful links and email addresses. From now on, we will
also include the Client / Principal quarterly and yearly Leader board.
If you have any ideas or suggestions for future newsletters, please let
us know. The next newsletter is planned to be sent during April 2022.

Statistics – Key Performance Indicators (KPI)

“ If you can’t
measure it, you
can’t manage it ”
Peter Drucker

Inside:
Statistics – KPI. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1-2

Each month we report Key Performance Indicators of TTM
Compliance across the network. One KPI we report is the
percentage of “Satisfactory TTM Sites”.

Corridor Access Requests .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 2

A Satisfactory Site is defined as those with a High Standard, Acceptable or
Needs Improvement result. Graph 1 pictured below shows the tracking of
this KPI. We can provide data to organisations (Principal, Main Contractor
or TTM organisation) on request. However, please note that detailed
information regarding competitors or those from other organisations that the
information is pertaining to, will not be issued.

Year 2021 Client/
Principal Leader board.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3
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Statistics – Key Performance
Indicators continued

Corridor
Access Requests (CAR)

The following graph shows reported crashes. We identify
crashes from a variety of sources including contractor selfinitiated reports, customer / customer reports, newspaper
articles, police reports and other informal sources. Please
note that no trend analysis is possible at this stage due to
known underreporting although we have noted a significant
improvement in self-initiated reports coming through in the last
year, many thanks – let us keep these coming.

CAR numbers for this quarter are up 19% on the same period
last year and 7% on the previous quarter which is a significant
increase. This has pushed out our processing times which while
still within requirements have seen a slight reduction in the 5
working day turn around. This has led to an increase of requests
from applicants to be pushed up the queue. It is important to
always allow for a 15 working day approval and not rely on the
CAR team always being able to meet shorter timeframes.

Reported Crashes at Work Sites
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The information in crash reports is used to help identify
areas for improvement across the industry. You can report
information regarding a crash at a worksite via
TTM.Crash@at.govt.nz
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Fourth Quarter 2021 Client /
Principal Leader board

Year 2021 Client /
Principal Leader board

(Oct 2021 – Dec 2021)

(Jan 2021 – Dec 2021)

CLIENT / PRINCIPAL

KPI %

CLIENT / PRINCIPAL

KPI %

1

WaterCare Services Ltd

74.1%

1

WaterCare Services Ltd

61.6%

2

Vector Ltd

62.9%

2

Vector Ltd

60.7%

3

Chorus

50.0%

3

Auckland Council

52.8%

4

Auckland Transport

49.4%

4

Auckland Transport

47.7%

5

Auckland Council

41.7%

5

Kainga Ora (Housing NZ / Creating Communities Ltd

45.8%

6

Chorus

43.5%

All Others
(Public organisations and Utility Operators)

46.7%

All Others
(Private organisations / Developments)		

43.6%

KPI % (raw) for AT network (4rd Quarter 2021)

50.9%

Note: Organisations named in the list only if more than
4 TTM SCRs completed during the quarter.

All Others
(Public organisations and Utility Operators)

61.5%

All Others
(Private organisations / Developments)

38.2%

KPI % (Raw) for AT network (2020)

47.4%

Note: Organisations named in list only if more than
20 TTM SCRs completed during the year.

A Window into the CoPTTM
We continue our look at a small section of the CoPTTM:
C16.2 Queuing and delays
C16.2.1 Queuing

Rear end crashes are a major concern at worksites. Approximately 20 percent of crashes at worksites are queuing
related crashes.
The STMS/TC is responsible for monitoring the queue length. On roads with a permanent speed limit greater than
50km/h it is important to ensure that the first advance warning sign is always located where an approaching road
user can see the sign before the end of the maximum queue.
This can be a problem on one-way multi-lane divided roads through a worksite and where the road alignment has
significant vertical and/or horizontal curvature.
Additional reminder signs may need to be erected closer to the closure when queues and/or visibility restrictions
are excessive.
Refer to subsection C3.3.2 Positioning of signs for information about placement of advance warning signs.
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An interesting parable - The Stone in the Road
There is a story told of a king who lived long ago in a country across the sea. He was a very wise king
and spared no effort to teach his people good habits. Often, he did things which seemed to them
strange and useless; but all that he did, he did to teach his people to be industrious and careful.
“Nothing good can come to a nation,” he
said, “whose people complain and expect
others to fix their problems for them.
The good things of life are given to those
who take matters into their own hands.”
One night, while everyone else
slept, he placed a large stone in the
road that led past his palace. Then
he hid behind a hedge and waited
to see what would happen.
First came a farmer with his wagon
heavily loaded with grain, which he was
taking to the mill to be ground. “Well,
whoever saw such carelessness?” he
said crossly, as he turned his team and
drove around the stone. “Why don’t
these lazy people have that rock taken
from the road?” And so he went on
complaining of the uselessness of others,
but not touching the stone himself.
Soon afterward, a young soldier came
singing along the road. The long plume
of his cap waved in the breeze, and a
bright sword hung at his side. He was
thinking of the wonderful bravery he
would show in the war. The soldier did
not see the stone but struck his foot
against it and went sprawling in the

dust. He rose to his feet, shook the dust
from his clothes, picked up his sword,
and stormed angrily about the lazy
people who had no more sense than
to leave such a huge rock in the road.
Then he, too, walked away, not once
thinking that he might move it himself.
So, the day passed. Everyone
who came by complained and
whined because the stone lay in
the road, but no one touched it.
At last, just at nightfall, the miller’s
daughter came past. She was a
hard-working girl, and was very
tired, because she had been busy
since early morning at the mill. But
she said to herself, “It is almost dark.
Somebody may fall over this stone
in the night, and perhaps he could
be badly hurt. I will [take a corrective
action and] move it out of the way.”
So, she tugged at the heavy stone. It
was hard to move, but she pulled and
pulled, and pushed, and lifted until at
last she moved it from its place. To her
surprise, she found a box underneath.
She lifted the box. It was heavy,
for it was filled with something.
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Upon it was written: “This box belongs
to the one who moves the stone.”
She opened the lid, and found it was
full of gold! The miller’s daughter
went home with a happy heart.
When the farmer and the soldier and all
the others heard what had happened,
they gathered around the spot in the
road where the stone had been. They
scratched at the dust with their feet,
hoping to turn up a piece of gold.
“My friends,” said the king, “we often
find obstacles and burdens in our
way. We may complain out loud while
we walk around them if we choose,
or we can lift them and find out what
they mean. Disappointment is usually
the price of laziness.” Then the wise
king mounted his horse and, with a
polite “Good evening”, rode away.
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Fourth Quarter 2021
Organisational Leader board

Year 2021
Organisational Leader board

Oct 2021 - Dec 2021

Jan 2021 - Dec 2021

12 OR MORE REVIEWS CATEGORY

40 OR MORE REVIEWS CATEGORY

No. of organisations in category: 4

No. of organisations in category: 5

1st

64.3%

1st

2nd Traffic Management NZ Ltd

63.2%

2nd Traffic Management NZ Ltd

68.9%

3rd

62.5%

3rd

65.9%

Fulton Hogan Ltd

Chevron Traffic Services Ltd

Fulton Hogan Ltd

Traffix (2020) Ltd

4 - 11 REVIEWS CATEGORY

12 - 39 REVIEWS CATEGORY

No. of organisations in category: 14

No. of organisations in category: 17

1st

March Cato Ltd

2nd Traffic Management NZ Ltd
3rd

247Traffic Solutions NZ Ltd Rapido Traffic Solutions Ltd

100%

1st

88.9%

2nd Traffic Safe Ltd

83.3%

3rd
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Beesafe Traffic Control Ltd

247Traffic Solutions NZ Ltd RapidoTrafficSolutions Ltd

69.0%

71.4%
62.9%
62.1%
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Crash case study
Situation
A pedestrian was walking down a footpath on a level 2 road and knocked his head against a detour sign which was overhanging and
protruding into the footpath corridor. The bottom of the sign was approximately 1.5 m from the ground. The sign was as also near a power
pole and there was less than a metre between the edge of the sign and the pole. Two cones were present on the boundary side of the sign
(see photo below).
It is possible that one of the cones was originally demarking the footpath side of the sign and that a member of public moved the cone
from the footpath due to the restricted footpath width having the sign right next to a permanent pole

The root causes of this incident appear to include:
•

Sign positioning (relative to the edge of the footpath
and the power pole)

•

Height of sign (risk of more harm being closer to head
height rather than body height)

•

Sign not correctly delineated

A better solution in this scenario is to move the sign to the
far left as per the photo below.
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Crash case study continued

Addendum

What does The CoPTTM state
about the height of signs at level 2 roads?

There was an error in our 3rd Quarter Newsletter published
on 1st December 2021. The three TMDs in the New Work
Methodology statement of the Crash case study were not the
final ones as work area in the previous newsletter showed
shading running through the live lane in the intersection.
Please find the correct TMDs below correctly showing the
work phasing methodology (note Phase One and Three
have no workspace within the live lane of the intersection.
We apologise for any inconvenience it may have caused.

CoPTTM provides minimum heights and locations for the
placement o signs.
Minimum heights for level 2 (Refer to Section C3.4):
The sign minimum distance to the bottom of the sign
is 1000 mm.
C3.3.2 Positioning of signs
•

Signs must be located in a manner such that the
safety of road users, including pedestrians and cyclists,
is not affected.

•

Signs must not be placed in a marked cycle lane or on a
footpath unless it is safe to have them there (eg minimum
width is maintained). A delineation device, such as a cone,
must be placed next to a sign erected in a cycle lane or on
a footpath so that the extent of encroachment of the sign
base into the cycle lane or footpath is clearly delineated.

•

All traffic signs must be positioned to ensure they are:
o

upright

o

0.5m clear of the travelled path, wherever possible,
on level LV and level 1 roads

o

1.25m clear of the travelled path wherever possible,
on level 2 and level 3 roads

o

not obscured by parked vehicles, trees or other
obstructions. In a less than 65km/h area, a 10m clear
space must be provided as shown in the diagram below

Sometimes, contractors will mitigate the risks a little more
thoroughly and install the signs on permanent posts (e.g.,
a new wooden post). When these are over footpaths, the
1000 mm minimum height (for example) is problematic.
The CoPTTM is part 8 of the Traffic Control Devices Manual
(TCDM). Part 1 of the TCDM contains section 7.3.3 Mounting
Heights on permanent posts, which specifies the minimum
desirable mounting heights for traffic signs (table 7.4)
“Over or near a footpath if likely to obstruct 2.5m”.

Learnings
Always find the best location when installing a sign. Ask
yourself the question: “Is this sign placed in such a way
that it is not a risk to anyone?”. A road user might be
blind or distracted by their mobile phone or any other
reason while walking along a footpath. Keep all types
of road users in mind when installing signs. Consider
installing a sign on a permanent post if another better
location cannot be found. Always have signs delineated
correctly while maintaining the correct footpath width.
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STMS of the month
The sponsor for the 2021 fourth Quarter was Claddagh Group Ltd – thanks to Sibohan Hogg for
making this possible. STMS’ of the month as follows, who received a certificate and gift voucher..

October 2021

November 2021

December 2021

There were 27 SCR’s awarded a High
Standard result (out of a total of 105
SCR’s completed) in October 2021.

There were 26 SCR’s awarded a High
Standard result (out of a total of 117
SCR’s completed) in November 2021.

There were 14 SCR’s awarded a High
Standard result (out of a total of 53
SCR’s completed) in December 2021.

The STMS of the month of October
2021 was Funa Sofai (Safety First
Traffic Ltd). The photo of him here
was taken at a site meeting while
maintaining physical distancing..

The STMS of the month of November
2021 was Teresa Wilson (Alliance
Services Ltd). The photo of her here
was taken at a site meeting while
maintaining physical distancing.

The STMS of the month of December
2021 was Jamie Robinson (Chevron
Traffic Services Ltd). The photo of him
here was taken at a site meeting while
maintaining physical distancing.

Useful links / references:

Useful contact details:

Seeking information regarding submission and approval of
CARs and TMPs (AT): Corridor Access Requests (at.govt.nz)

Auckland Transport main line

Information relating to Temporary Traffic Management (AT):
Traffic management plans (at.govt.nz)

(7 days / 24 hours)

NZTA CoPTTM Public search: NZTA COPTTM Public Search
MyWorkSites: MyWorksites
SafePlus: worksafe.govt.nz/managing-health-and-safety/
businesses/safeplus/
Mobile Road: mobileroad .org/desktop .html
Temporary Road Safety Barrier Design Statement –
to accompany TMP: nzta.govt.nz/assets/resources/codetemp-traffic-management/docs/2020/01a-Temp-BarrierDesign-Statement-April2020.docx
National Code of Practice for Utility Operator’s Access to
Transport Corridors: National Code – New Zealand Utilities
Advisory Group (NZUAG) Inc
Road to Zero: Road to Zero campaign: Booth | Waka Kotahi
NZ Transport Agency (nzta.govt.nz)
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•

Road Corridor Access (AT)

•

Traffic Management Coordinator (AT)

•

Reporting Temporary Traffic Management issues (AT)

Notifications (AT)
Notifications@AT.govt.nz
NB: CAR start and completion notification is undertaken
in MYWORKSITES. Please do this immediately upon each
status change (manage.myworksites.co.nz/)
Site Condition Review Appeal (AT)
RCA.AuditAppeal@AT.govt.nz
Reporting a Crash at a Worksite (AT)
TTM.Crash@AT.govt.nz (When in doubt, report it!)
Submitting Corrective Action Plans (AT)
NoticesofNonConformance@AT.govt.nz
Service Disruptions (AT)
Service.Disruptions@AT.govt.nz
Day of Operations 021 195 8510 or 09 448 7593
J007810_21.03.22

CoPTTM (NZTA):
Code of practice for temporary traffic management - All
updates | Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (nzta.govt.nz)

09 355 3553

